
MOLERAT Tee shirt return policy 

 
Tee shirt returns or corrections are accepted upon these conditions when purchasing online with MOLERAT tee shirts www.mole-rat.com 

 
A mistake on the T-shirt size by MOLERAT T-shirts  
All online orders will show sizes ordered before a payment by the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order has any mistakes this 
will show in the order payment confirmation sent to the customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order one last time 
after payment is made best done within twenty four hours after confirmation is sent. All receipts after payment will reflect order specifications so it 
is best to make adjustments, corrections or changes within twenty four hours. MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed corrections or changes 
after this twenty four hour period. 
 
A mistake on the Tee shirt gender textile  
For example Five Men’s when the order was originally five women’s Tee shirts. All orders will show gender and/ or genders before a payment by 
the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order has any mistakes this will be reflected in the order payment confirmation sent to the 
customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order one last time after payment is made. This is best done within twenty 
four hours after confirmation is sent. MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed corrections or changes after this twenty four hour period. 
 
A mistake on the style of Tee shirt 
All receipts will show styles ordered before a payment by the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order has any mistakes as to the 
style let’s say crew neck, V-neck or tank top this will show in the order payment confirmation sent to the customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is 
for the customer to view the order one last time after payment is made. This is best done within twenty four hours after confirmation is sent. 
MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed corrections or changes after this twenty four hour period. 
 
A mistake on a custom ordered Tee shirt brand/ label name (custom orders only) 
All receipts will show special order brands of tee shirts ordered before a payment by the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order 
has any mistakes this will show in the order confirmation sent to the customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order 
one last time after payment is made best done within twenty four hours after confirmation is sent. MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed 
corrections or changes after this twenty four hour period. 
 
A mistake on the Tee shirt color, gross mistake or too much discrepancy on Tee shirt textile color 
All receipts will show textile color (as stated by the tee shirt manufacturer as in color name and actual color viewable online or through MOLERAT) 
It is best to view specs before bulk orders are finalized. If the order has any mistakes this will show in the order confirmation sent to the customer 
by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order one last time after payment is made. It is best done within twenty four hours 
after confirmation is sent. MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed corrections or changes after this twenty four hour period. 
 
A mistake on the logo (screen ink) color including black and white 
Most ink colors vary minutely often unnoticeable. Variations are the norm within ten to sometimes over a hundred variations of one color and 
exact one hundred percent HTML or pantone color matches are almost unheard of. All receipts will show approximate HTML colors or pantone 
colors ordered before a payment by the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order has any mistakes this will show in the order 
confirmation sent to the customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order one last time after payment is made best 
done within twenty four hours after confirmation is sent. MOLERAT Tee shirts are not liable for needed corrections or changes after this twenty 
four hour period. 
 
A mistake on the quantity of Tee shirts 
All receipts will show quantity ordered before a payment by the customer is accepted by MOLERAT Tee shirts. If the order has any mistakes this will 
show in the order confirmation sent to the customer by MOLERAT Tee shirts. This is for the customer to view the order one last time after payment 
is made best done within twenty four hours after confirmation is sent. MOLERAT Tee shirt is not liable for needed corrections or changes after this 
twenty four hour period. 
 
It is best to call and email MOLERAT ASAP for any questions or concerns regarding tee shirt orders. A payment system will be inputted soon for now 
any inquires email is preferred. 
 
Email:   moleratinfo28@gmail.com     cell:   1-818-224-0734     
 
 
Remember there are price fluctuations due to a variation in XXL-XXXL Tee shirts for all gender sizes, kid’s sizes and some special orders for females. 
 
 
______________________________________          Date________________ 
Customer Signature 
 
 
______________________________________          Date________________ 
Michael J. de la Vega  
CEO MOLERAT Tee shirts 
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